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Design and simulation of a novel circularly polarized antenna with
polarization reconfigurable characteristics
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Abstract. A novel circularly polarized antenna with polarization reconfigurable characteristics was designed using
co-simulation of Ansoft HFSS and Designer software. It consists of a dual-polarized antenna and phase switching
network which act as the feed network for the dual-polarized antenna. The phase switching network was designed
based on a Wilkinson power divider, where the output port was connected with SPDT to form a switching network.
By controlling the SPDT state-off / on, the phase difference of the two ports could be alternated, which generated the
orthogonal modes between the two ports of dual-polarized antenna. So that Left-hand circular polarization (LHCP)
and Right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) could be achieved. The simulation shown that reflection coefficient was
less than -12 dB and the axial ratio was below 3 dB between 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz with polarization reconfigurable
characteristics.

1 Introduction
Re-configurable antenna has a lot of advantages. It has
been widely used in both military and civilian fields. Reconfigurable antenna can be divided to frequency reconfigurable antennas, pattern re-configurable antennas,
polarized re-configurable antennas and now hybrid reconfigurable antennas have been developed [1-3].
Polarized re-configurable antennas have anti-multipath
fading effect and have the advantages of improving
frequency reuse[4,5]. This reference uses slot structure
and uses the PIN as a switch to control the current flow
path and become the orthogonal polarization modes[6].
But the band of 3DB axial ratio is relatively narrow and
opening slots will have impact on the stability of entire
antenna. This reference uses MEMS as a switch and
toggle polarization by controlling two corners of
rectangular micro-strip antenna[7-9]. However, the
reaction time of MEMS is very slow and it is unsuitable
for high speed data communication applications. Besides,
traditional re-configurable antennas use diode as a switch
and they require sophisticated complex of DC bias circuit.
Based on the dual-polarized antenna, the paper shows a
novel circularly polarized antenna with polarization reconfigurable characteristics[10,11]. It consists of a dualpolarized antenna and phase switching network which act
as the feed network for the dual-polarized antenna. The
phase switching network was designed based on a power
divider, where the output port was connected with SPDT
to form a switching network. A novel circularly polarized
antenna with switched polarization direction can be made
in this method.
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Figure 1. Structure of polarized re-configurable antenna.

2 Operating principle
Dual-polarized antenna including vertical polarization
and horizontal polarization, which have two orthogonal
field components, when the two orthogonal field
components obey formula (1), the polarization of the
radiation field is a circular polarization. The polarization
will be left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) if
   / 2 while it will be right-hand circular polarization
(RHCP) if    / 2 , under the condition of E1  E2 .
E  Ex x  Ey y  E1 cos tx  E2 cos(( t   ) y

(1)

So we can change the polarization between LHCP and
RHCP by controlling the difference between the phase
polarization.
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Otherwise, we will get a right-hand circular polarization
field. That means we can change the polarization of the
antenna by controlling the working state of the switching
network.
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The dual-polarized antenna designed of cross type of
printed dipole is shown in figure3, the material of the
substrate is FR4, and the parameters are r  4.4 ,
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Figure 2. Principle diagram of feeding network.

The circular polarization reconfigurable antenna designed
in this article is shown in figure 1, which is consisted by a
dual-polarized antenna and a phase switching network.
The dual-polarized antenna is consisted by a dualpolarized dipole antenna and a reflector, the function of
phase switching network is to make the signal amplitude
of two ports of the antenna equal and let the parameter σ
switch between positive and negative polarity capable.
The phase switching network using micro-strip structures
and was designed in the back of the reflector so that it has
the same shape with the antenna.
According to the analysis above, the phase switching
network is shown in figure2, due to the micro-strip
structure of the feed network, the electromagnetic wave
in this antenna is Quasi-TEM mode[12-14]. So the
electric field is orthogonal when radiated by the dualpolarization antenna. we use a bisection Wilkinson
divider as the power network,port2 and port3 are
connected with the two feed ports by the switching
network, and port2 is g / 4 longer than port3, that is

h  1.6 mm .The specific principle and procedure can
be referred to document [15-17]. The main introduction
here is about the design of the phase switching network.
According to the theory above, the phase switching
network is as what as shown in figure 3, to make the
network the same shape of the antenna, the locations of
port2 and port3 are designed steady. In order to prevent
the RF ports from been destroyed by the overload DC
voltage, a capacitance is used in the antenna. The node in
figure3 is the location of switch SPDT, the function of
the switch is to turn the circuit on or turn it off. The
dimensions of the phase switching network L2-L7 are as
follows[18-20]:
L5  L7 , L4  L6
(2)
(3)
L  ( L2  L4 )  ( L3  L5 )   g / 4
L  /2
(4)
Setting the VCTL1  0 ˈ VCTL2=1 ˄control site of
SPDT˅to be the first control stateˈthe VCTL1=1 ˈ
VCTL2=0 to be the second control state.

L   / 2 degree different, which means the phase of
port2 is  / 2 degree slower than that of port3.When
switch the network, turn on the solid line and turn off the
dotted line, the signal amplitude of port1 and port2 of the
antenna is equal while the phase of signal from port1 is
 / 2 degree faster than that of port2, the radiation field is
left-hand circular polarized.
Figure 4. Simulation result of S parameter in state 1
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Figure 3. Structure of feeding network.
Figure 5. Simulation result of phase in state 1
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the phase of port 2 lags to port 3 about  / 2 . When on
the second control state, the phase of port 2 runs ahead of
port 3 about  / 2 .So we can switch the phase by
controlling the state of SPDT. By using dynamic united
simulation function of the HFSS and Ansoft Designer to
accomplished the united simulation of dual
polarized antenna and phase switching network. The
result of the simulation is shown by figures 8-11. Finally,
according to the result of united simulation which in the
frequency band from 1.8 GHz to 2.4 GHz, the antenna
work in the left-hand circular polarization and right-hand
circular polarization under the two control states, and the
axial ratio of it is less than 3dB.

Figure 6. Simulation result of S parameter in state 2

Figure 8. Simulation result of AR in state 1,2

Figure 7. Simulation result of phase in state 2

when on the first control state, the node of 1 and 5 is
connected and the node of 3 and 5 is cutting off. The
routes of the two signals from power divider to the port 2
and port 3 are L2→L4→port2 and L3→L7→port3. So
the phase of port 2 lags to port 3 about  / 2 .When on the
second control state, the node of 3 and 5 is connected and
the node of 1 and 5 is cutting off. The routes of the two
signals from power divider to the port 2 and port 3 are
L2→L6→port3 and L3→L5→port2. So the phase of port
2 runs ahead of port 3 about  / 2 .Because of the equal
power division network, the amplitude of the two output
ports in the two control states are equality[21].
According to the above analysis, accomplishing the
simulation of the feed network in the Ansoft Designer.
Adjusting the length of L2ǃL3 to make the phase of port
2 and port 3 differ  / 2 when centre frequency is 2.25
GHz. In the simulation, I have used the S parameter from
the SPDT manufacturer and considered the actual
packaging of all components. The result of the simulation
is shown in the figures 4 to 7.
According to the simulation, when the phase switch
network is in the 1.8̚2.4 GHz, the insertion loss S21ǃ
S31 of port 2 and port 3 are both about -6dB,the
reflection coefficient S11 is less than -15 dB, the isolation
S23 is less than -20 dB, the skewing of phase
is 900 100 .In addition, when on the first control state,

Figure 9. Simulation result of reflection coefficient in state 1,2

4 Conclusions
This paper combines the SPDT with a Wilkinson power
divider to build a novel phase switching network. The
switching network acts as the feed network for circularly
polarized antenna. By controlling the levels between port
VCTL1 and port VCTL2 of SPDT, left/right hand
circular polarization direction can be switched fast. The
co-simulation of Ansoft HFSS and Designer software
shown that reflection coefficient was less than -12 dB and
the axial ratio below 3 dB between 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz
with polarization re-configurable characteristics. All the
results shown that the performance of proposed circularly
polarized antenna is fine.
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Figure 10. Simulation result of gain in state 1

Figure 11. Simulation result of gain in state 2
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